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Abstract—Whilst broadband Internet connectivity has become
highly important, providing broadband connectivity nonetheless
remains a considerable challenge, particularly in rural and
remote regions where the deployment of optical fibers faces
economical obstacles. A promising option to address this issue
is that of the most recent satellite systems, capable of providing
high capacities virtually everywhere. However, compared to most
terrestrial systems, satellite networks have very different link and,
more importantly, latency characteristics, which often render
them only barely usable for delay intolerant traffic. Thus, conver-
gence of terrestrial and satellite networks is required, so that only
certain traffic flows can be offloaded onto a supplemental satellite
connection. In this work, we propose a network architecture
relying on modern Software Defined Network (SDN) concepts,
which enable dynamic traffic offloading in a converged satellite
and terrestrial network, in order to relieve the load in a narrow-
band terrestrial network. We show that with limited overhead,
a traffic can be offloaded, leading to an increase in the user’s
Quality-of-Experience (QoE).

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband Internet connectivity has become increasingly
important over the past years and is nowadays considered
“a crucial factor to realize economic growth”. This enables
the development of new services and applications, many
video-based [1], [2], as described in the European Digital
Agenda [3], [4] Hence, in this agenda the European Commis-
sion sets the objective to enable broadband Internet connec-
tions of at least 30 Mbps to be available to all EU citizens and
100 Mbps to at least half of European households by 2020.
Moreover, it is widely accepted that current and emerging
networks need to be able to cope with a tremendous increase
of traffic volume over the next years, as predicted in [5].

This significantly higher amount of traffic volume will pose
a major challenge for operators, especially in rural or other
difficult-to-serve areas. For example, in the backhaul segment,
the deployment of nowadays’ typically-used technologies,
such as optical fibers, microwave radio links or copper con-
nections [6] is prevented by economical constraints [7] leading
to many underserved areas.

In order to address this issue, a promising approach is to rely
on satellite systems. Bidirectional satellite networks recently
regained the attention of both the scientific and industry
communities since the next generation of Geostationary Earth
Orbit (GEO) fixed satellite systems, which are scheduled to

be operational by 2020, will be targeting the Terabit/s aggre-
gated capacity [8]. These systems will lower the cost per bit
significantly mainly by transmitting on different frequencies,
i.e. Ka-band, and by using multiple but relatively small spots.
Those spots have a size of a few hundred kilometers (instead
of e.g a single spot for the whole of Europe) and, thus,
allow for more spatial frequency re-use [9]. As satellite links
provide ubiquitous and resilient services as well as broadband
coverage, they are able to deliver high throughput connections
and their additional capacity wherever it is needed, on a very
flexible basis.

However, compared to most terrestrial network technolo-
gies, both wired and wireless, satellite links have highly
different characteristics in terms of latency, burstiness or link
stability. Even though approaches exist, that aim at providing
triple-play services over broadband GEO satellites, it is de
facto impossible to achieve a similar QoE perceived by the
users compared to broadband terrestrial networks, when real-
time and interactive application are being used [10]–[12]. The
higher latency on satellite connections as a result of the high
signal propagation time inevitably means the user’s QoE is
lower compared to a broadband terrestrial link.

Thus, using solely new satellite systems to provide broad-
band Internet access in rural and remote areas would not solve
the problem, since user expectations in terms of location-
independent Quality-of-Service (QoS) and QoE, cannot be
met due to the high latency. That is, a user in a remote area
expects the same high quality service as a user living in an
urban region. Instead, satellite networks need to be integrated
as a native component into existing terrestrial infrastructures
as already acknowledged previously [13]–[15]. Thereby, a
converged satellite and terrestrial network is formed, so that
traffic can be offloaded dynamically to the satellite connection,
whenever it makes sense.

Hence, in this work, we present a network architecture
relying on SDN concepts that enables dynamic offloading
of traffic onto a satellite connection within a framework of
integrated satellite and terrestrial networks, so that the load
on the terrestrial link is reduced, while the QoE does not
suffer due to the characteristics of the satellite link. Given that
satellites are primed for broad- and multicast traffic, offload
such traffic is particularly appealing.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: firstly,
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Fig. 1. Typical architecture of a satellite network

we present the related work, elaborating on satellite and
terrestrial access networks, as well as the convergence thereof
and typical offloading approaches. Afterwards, we describe
in detail our approach, following a validation. Finally, we
conclude and discuss future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we start off by presenting related information
in respect of both satellite and terrestrial networks. Afterwards,
we elaborate on convergence of both. In the second part we
then focus on different offloading techniques already used in
other networks architectures.

A. Satellite network part

The typical architecture of a satellite network is depicted
in Fig. 1. It usually consist of one or multiple so-called
Gateways (GWs) or hub stations, which provide on the one
hand connection to other networks, i.e. the Internet, and on
the other hand establish the link to the satellite. The GWs are
interconnected by high speed Internet Protocol (IP) networks.
The so-called User Terminals (UTs) form the other edge of
the satellite network. They receive the downlink data from
the satellite but also send back the uplink packets. The end
user clients, such as Laptops or Smartphones, are connected
by Local Area Network (LAN) technologies, e.g. Ethernet or
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) to the UTs. Usually
co-located with one of the GWs is the network control center
(NCC), which has the responsibility to assign time slots to
the UTs when they can send data. This is only required for
the uplink, as the UTs are multiple distributed senders, which
compete for the same transmission slots.

In this work, multi-beam bi-directional GEO satellite con-
nections based on Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite - Sec-
ond Generation (DVB-S2) [16] and DVB Return Channel
via Satellite (DVB-RCS) [17] are considered. That is, the
satellite can be used for up- and down-link traffic. Moreover,
even though several aspects discussed in this work are also
applicable for Mobile Satellite Services (MSS), Fixed Satellite
Service (FSS) networks are assumed.

We also assume that the satellite network provides a
transparent IP connection. Since satellites are primarily used

for broadcasting content, while access networks in general
primarily transport unicast data, both worlds need to be
brought together. That is, the IP domain and its concepts
and mechanisms, which are usually used on access links,
and the satellite domain. In order to do this, for instance
DVB Generic Stream Encapsulation (DVB-GSE) [18] has been
standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI). DVB-GSE provides an efficient encapsulation
method for IP packets over variable length Layer 2 fragments,
which are then directly scheduled on the physical layer into
base-band frames and, hence, make the satellite connection
transparent to IP.

It should be noted again, that a major difference between
satellite and terrestrial systems is the latency. More precisely,
GEO satellite links have a high fixed latency. While dynamic
latency consists of the time required to serialize data, process
a packet at a network entity, as well as potential queuing and
buffering delays as well as the time required to get access
to the medium, the fixed part of the overall latency is the
actual signal propagation time that a packet experiences in
any case when being transported over a network medium. It
is a physical characteristic, mainly restricted by the speed of
light. Moreover, the dynamic latency highly depends on the
available capacity on the link and can be reduced and con-
trolled by prioritization, packet dropping or admission control
to avoid congested links. Hence, in terrestrial networks low
latency and low jitter values can be ensured by just avoiding
congested links and, thus, preventing extensive queuing [19].
GEO satellites operate at a height of 36.000km. Therefore, the
fixed latency on a satellite link is in the order of magnitude of
a few hundred milliseconds leading to a high overall latency
even if sufficient capacity on the satellite link is available.

1) Terrestrial network part: The network architecture of
the terrestrial network part considered in this work is an all-
IP network relying on various transmission technologies. That
is, on the data plane the regular IP protocol is used. It is
assumed that clients are connected to a Customer premises
equipment (CPE) that corresponds to the UT in the satellite
network. The connection to the operator network is assumed
to be realized via a tiered network architecture. That is, a last
mile tier, such as X-Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL), and one
or multiple aggregations networks form the backhaul part to
the operator’s network, where the interconnection point with
other networks is located. This general architecture is depicted
in Fig. 2.

It should be noted that for the reminder of this work the
exact architecture of the terrestrial network are not particularly
relevant, as long as it is an all-IP network. However, in order to
benefit from an additional high capacity satellite connection, it
is assumed that the throughput, which can achieved by the end
user via the terrestrial connection is rather limited compared
to the goals defined by the EU and other bodies.

B. Converged satellite and terrestrial networks

Historically satellite networks are often used as access
networks in areas without any terrestrial connection, as shown
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Fig. 2. Terrestrial WAN architecture

in Fig. 3(a). These scenarios typically include providing con-
nectivity to very remote households and premises or moving
locations, such as a vessel or an airplane [20]. Typically, on
one or both edges of the satellite link, terrestrial networks
are connected. For instance, in a remote household typical
end user devices are connected locally via a (W)LAN router
connected to a satellite modem, which establishes the satellite
connection or on an airplane in which the satellite connection
is distributed via WLAN. However, it is important to note that
the satellite link is the sole connection, so that the traffic cannot
be routed differently. Such a setup usually aims at providing
general connectivity.

Various scenarios and use cases following this setup have
already been widely discussed and surveyed in the literature
along with the associated challenges, e.g. [9], [20]–[25].
Hence, in this work we focus on scenarios where the satellite
network provides an additional connection in parallel to an
existing terrestrial one, as shown in Fig. 3(b). A high capacity
satellite network supplements an existing terrestrial connec-
tion, as presented above, in order to increase the performance
of a terrestrial network, e.g. a household that is connected
with a terrestrial Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connection
as well as a satellite link. Such a scenario makes sense if
the terrestrial link performs insufficiently and is not able to
cope with the traffic demands. More precisely, the results of
[26] suggested that such a converged satellite and terrestrial
scenario can play a role if the terrestrial fixed line speed for
a household is between 0-8Mbit/s. In contrast to the previous
setup, the satellite link provides not the sole connection but
an alternative one. Thus, traffic can be distributed onto both
the terrestrial and the satellite network.

We presented a more detailed view of the challenges and
the current state of the art regarding converged satellite and
terrestrial networks in [27].

C. Traffic offloading

Offloading certain traffic from a primary network onto
other networks that are more suitable becomes appealing in
many scenarios. Particularly in mobile networks, which are
struggling, with the increasing amount of traffic, offloading
is seen as one method to mitigate capacity constraints [28].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of satellite link integration options

Thus, data offloading techniques have been specified recently
by 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). The concept
behind data offloading is to utilize other available networks,
such as a local WLAN, and send parts of the traffic via this
connection instead of the actual cellular network.

In order to enable offloading in mobile networks, three
different key offloading techniques exist, which are Selected IP
Traffic Offload (SIPTO), Local IP Access (LIPA) and IP Flow
Mobility (IFOM), as described in [29]. LIPA aims at route
traffic to private networks directly instead of the regular data
path through the evolved Packet Core (EPC). For this purpose,
it requires a local femto cell, i.e. a Home eNB (HeNB), which
acts as the so-called break-out point. In contrast, when IFOM
is used, it is the responsibility of the Mobile Terminal (MT)
to establish multiple connections via the available networks,
e.g. an additional connection via WLAN besides the regular
cellular connection, and to distribute the traffic onto these con-
nections. Both are not applicable to the scenario considered in
this work, since we neither assume the presence of HeNBs nor
that the end user devices have the capabilities to communicate
directly with the satellite.

Furthermore, SIPTO does not provide an adequate solution
to the aforementioned challenges, since the basic idea behind
it is to select data gateways, to which the MTs connect to,
geographically and in terms of network topology as close as



possible the Radio Access Network (RAN). In an extreme case
those gateways might be even located at the Evolved Node
B (eNodeB) itself, so that the traffic can be redirect without
being forwarded to the EPC. Moreover, SIPTO often uses
Access Point Names (APNs) to differentiate which portion
of the traffic should be offloaded, which also does not provide
the required level of traffic differentiation. A holistic overview
of offloading techniques in mobile networks can be found in
[28].

One of the major challenges with respect to traffic offloading
is the selection of traffic that should be offloaded. While
it is fairly easy if all traffic of a certain user or a device
should be offloaded, it becomes difficult if only a certain
portion should be routed differently. For example, the simplest
so-called on-the-spot offloading commonly used on mobile
devices offloads all traffic to WLAN as soon as a WLAN
becomes available [30]. Due to the specific characteristics of
the satellite network this is not suitable in this scenario.

Likewise, approaches that are used in data centers environ-
ments, such as [31], where an OpenFlow-based framework is
used to realize dynamic load balancing scheme for data- center
networks, cannot be easily adopted for integrated satellite and
terrestrial networks. In [31], the authors prose to treat so-
called elephant flows (long-lived and high traffic) differently
compared to mice flows (short-lived and low traffic), in order
to achieve a benefit compared to typical Equal Cost Multipath
(ECMP) routing. However, even though this approach already
routes traffic based on its characteristics, it is not sufficient for
the specific scenario considered here, due to the high latency
that needs to be taken into account on satellite links.

III. PROPOSED OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we first present our view on the integration
of satellite networks into existing terrestrial network infras-
tructures. Afterwards, we discuss our approach on enabling
offloading of traffic onto the satellite connection in such a
network architecture.

A. Integration of satellite networks

Satellite and terrestrial networks can be integrated in various
ways. However, the main challenge that needs to be addressed
by the network architecture of such networks is always to
perform proper routing decisions in order to select the optimal
link for certain traffic, given the traffic’s characteristics as well
as the current load situation in the network. The integration
itself can be very loose, i.e. both networks exist and operate
virtually independently of each other and the end user system
simply picks one of the two network for a certain portion
of traffic. Hence, each end user device needs to be able to
handle two networks and distribute the traffic. This, however,
would require modifications on each end user system in order
to select one of each networks in a beneficial manner. Thus,
in this work an architecture for a converged satellite and
terrestrial network is assumed to have additional devices which
interconnect both networks.
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Fig. 4. Converged network architecture

These are the so-called extended Customer premises equip-
ment (eCPE) devices as well as a Concentrator device located
in the Data Plane, as depicted in Fig. 4. While the end user
devices connect to the eCPEs in order to have access to
both network, the concentrator bridges the satellite and the
terrestrial network in the operator’s network part. If a single
operator does not own both networks, this will be most likely
the terrestiral operator as it is assumed that the default path
between the end user clients and the operator’s network and,
thus, the Internet as such is the terrestrial connection, since it
has a higher responsiveness as long as it is not over utilized.
Moreover, given that deep knowledge on the traffic itself is
required in order to identify the traffic that is best suited to
be offloaded to the satellite, a traffic analyzer can be used
to perform e.g. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) analysis. Due
to this architecture, no modification or awareness on the end
user systems is required, as eCPEs and the concentrator are
the locations where the decision as to which flow is sent via
which path, is executed. We acknowledge that the concentrator
is a single point of failure in the network, but we believe
that this risk can be strongly mitigated by using modern high
availability techniques.

Furthermore, given the expectation that traffic flows need
to be distributed very dynamically between the terrestrial and
satellite part, relying on emerging SDN techniques seems
a promising approach as e.g. explained in [32]. Hence, in
the proposed architecture, both eCPEs and the concentrator
are SDN-enabled network devices, i.e. OpenFlow switches.
Moreover, relying on SDN creates inevitably a dedicated
control plane, as depicted in Fig. 4, where the required
SDN controller is located. The controller uses the OpenFlow
protocol to configure the OpenFlow devices, i.e. all eCPEs and
concentrator devices. Moreover, besides the SDN controller,
additional components are located in the control plane, which
are required to allow traffic offloading, as explained in the
following section. These components can be considered as
network applications in the SDN terminology.

B. Offloading architecture

In order to enable offloading of traffic from the terrestrial
connection, the packet flow between end user clients and



the operator’s network needs to be changed from the default
terrestrial path towards the satellite path for certain traffic
flows. That is, the packet flow within the concentrator and/or
eCPE needs to be dynamically modified, so that the alternative
route is used by the packets of the specific flow. Given the
specific characteristics of the satellite link, offloading makes
particularly sense for videos flows and delay tolerant flows
that transport many data. However, by just integrating SDN
devices as well as a SDN controller, traffic offloading is not
enabled per se, since on the one hand the decision to offload
a particular flow needs to be made by some entity, and on
the other hand, the decision needs to be transformed into
specific SDN-flow rules, which can be implemented into the
flow tables of the SDN devices. Moreover, in order to be
able to make an informed decision monitoring information is
required.

Therefore, as described previously, we propose a control
plane that adapts the typical SDN architectures [33], but
enriches them with several additional components.

First, a Offloading Decision Function (ODF) that is respon-
sible for making a decision to offload a certain flow based
on various information, such as load in the network or traffic
characteristics. Due to the centralized SDN approach, the ODF
can be provided with a global view on the network and, thus,
modern approaches e.g. reyling on machine learning can be
applied. It should be noted, that the actual decision process
within the ODF is outside of the scope of this paper.

The ODF communicates its decision to an Offloading Ex-
ecution Function (OEF) that is responsible for executing it.
That is, the OEF receives a 5-tuple flow description of one
or multiple flows, potentially including some wild-cards, that
should be offloaded to the satellite link. Thanks to the global
view, the OEF identifies the devices on which the flow rules
needs to be changed in order to offload the flow. Moreover,
the OEF generates proper OpenFlow rules, which are sent
to the SDN controller, so that they can be forwarded to the
devices using the regular OpenFlow protocol. More precisely,
the created rules instructs eCPE and concentrator to modify
the layer 2 destination address as well as the outgoing port of
the packets belonging to the flow, which should be offloaded,
so that packets are sent towards the satellite link.

Moreover, in order to perform a more optimal offloading
decision the SDN controller feeds back monitoring informa-
tion, such as the appearance of a new flow or other metering
values, to a Offloading Monitoring Function (OMF). The
information is not provided directly to the ODF in order
to allow for enriching it with additional knowledge gained
directly from network components, such as load on the links or
available capacity. Particularly in satellite networks the latter
might vary due to adaptive coding and modulation (ACM)
techniques. Also, an additional traffic analyzer can perform
e.g. DPI or other techniques to investigate the traffic in order
to identify application types. Furthermore, collecting statistics
on the flows from the eCPEs generates a lot of additional
traffic that needs to be transmitted in-band over the Wide Area
Network (WAN) connection and, thus, reduces the bandwidth

that is available for transmitting user data. In order to reduce
this, the OMF dynamically request this information only if
needed, since e.g. in many cases the statistics available at
the Concentrator are sufficient. Similar to the OEF, the OMF
creates the proper OpenFlow rules to request the flow statistics
from Concentrator and, if required, also from eCPEs. These
OpenFlow messages are sent via the SDN controller to the
devices.

The information is then provided to the ODF by the OMF.
Thus, ultimately a control loop is formed that consist of
a decision, execution and monitoring component which are
implemented by ODF, OEF and OMF, respectively.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the location of the
control plane is actually flexible, given the usage of the
OpenFlow protocol, i.e. just an IP connection is required.
However, in order to optimize the latency as well as to
minimize the amount of generated control traffic in the WAN,
the control plane should be located close to the Concentrator.

ODF OEF OMF SDN-Ctrl Concentrator eCPE_1
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establish rule to forward flow terrestrially

new_flow (5-tuple, dpid)
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Fig. 5. Offloading sequence chart

The exact message exchange is depicted in Fig. 5. As can
be seen, the concentrator and eCPE notify the SDN controller
about a packet that belongs to a new flow, i.e. a new flow
5-tuple. The SDN controller then immediately instructs the
notifying devices to forward the flow terrestrially, in order
to avoid a long delay in the startup phase of a flow. The
OMF analyzes the messages, joins them and forwards them
to the ODF. Moreoever, if required by the OMF, the SDN
controller also requests regularly from concentrator as well as
eCPE queue and flow statistics, which are again forwarded to



the ODF. In addition to that information on the traffic itself
that are gained by the traffic analyzer is also forwarded via
the OMF to the ODF.

The ODF in turn takes all this information into account and
decides if certain flows should be offloaded. If so, it sends the
corresponding 5-tuple to the OEF. Upon reception, the OEF
generates proper OpenFlow rules that modifies the flow tables
of the involved devices as mentioned previously to send the
traffic to towards the satellite link. These rules are sent by the
OEF to the SDN controller that pushes these rules onto the
devices.

IV. VALIDATION

In the following, we validate the proposed architecture to
ensure that it is capable to offload traffic. We also evaluate the
amount of additional control traffic it generates and as well as
its impact on the Page Load Times (PLTs) of web sites.

In order to conduct these simulations, we rely on the
Discrete-Event Network Simulator NS31, including the OF-
Switch13 add-on [34] that allows for simulating an both
OpenFlow 1.3 switch network device as well as a controller
application interface. Moreover, to simulate the satellite the
outcome of the ESA project ”Development of an Open-Source,
Modular and Flexible Satellite Network Simulator” called
SNS3 has been used [35]. All of these components are well-
known and commonly used tools in academic studies.

In order to generate network traffic, different kind of appli-
cation are simulated. First of all, Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) traffic is created using the traffic generator of the
SNS3 module is, as described in [36]. This module is based
on well-known standards [37]. Http traffic is simulated by
an on/off application. During the ON periods an object is
requested by a client from a server and transferred from the
server to the client. In contrast, the OFF period simulates the
user reading the website. It should be noted that each call from
a client first requests a main object which then might lead to
further requests of so-called embedded objects. This simulates
the structure of a real website which usually consist of a
main webpage and several embedded objects such as images,
IFrames, JavaScripts, etc.. The exact random parameter of the
simulated HTTP traffic are summarized in [37]. In order to
mimic typical video streaming traffic, User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) flows are used. Precisely, a simulated movie using the
MPEG4 codec is used. The network simulator uses a capture
file that describes frames in terms of type, time and length [38]
and generates traffic accordingly. Thus, the network bandwidth
required to transmit the movie is not constant but varies during
the transmission period. Finally, as described in [34], the delay
introduced to simulate the average flow table search time is
estimated as k ∗ log2(n), where k is the constant attribute set
to the time for a single hardware operation and n represents
the current number of flow entries in the pipeline. In our
simulations k is configured to 20µs, which is the default value
for OFSwitch13.

1https://www.nsnam.org

Moreover, the simulation setup follows the network archi-
tecture shown in Fig. 4. The terrestrial connection between
CPEs and the router in the operator edge of the network
are simulated by Point-to-point links limited to a capacity of
1mbps each. However, just one eCPE is used, connecting a
various amount of clients. It should also be noted that the
during these simulations the ODF statically decides to offload
all flows that are using the UDP protocol with a destination
port between 4000 and 5000 and are seen on one eCPE as
well as the concentrator, since the actual algorithm running
within the ODF is out of scope in this work.
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Fig. 6. Amount of control traffic and flows depending on number of eCPEs

First, we want to evaluate the amount of control traffic
required to enable the traffic offloading depending on the
number of clients. Thus, we run the simulation with increasing
number of clients, starting from 1 client up to 20 clients. Each
client creates the aforementioned simulated web traffic and
video stream. The simulation runs for 180s and is repeated
four times. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the amount of SDN
control traffic, increases virtually linearly. Given that each new
HTTP request uses a new source port, this is obvious, since
every flow is considered as a new flow by the SDN controller
and the ODF. Hence, each flow requires a control traffic
exchange between controller and eCPE as well as controller
and concentrator. It should also be noted, that the flow timeout
is set to unlimited and concentrator send the first 128bytes
of each packet to the controller, in case no flow rule exist.
Thus, the amount of flow statistics also increases with every
new flow as well as the amount of flow statistics. As show in
Fig. 6, the amount of control traffic does is almost 900kbps if
20 clients are active and, thus, consumes 90% of the available
bandwidth.

Hence, we test the impact on the flow timeout value on
the amount of control traffic. Therefor we run the same
simulation again but with a fixed amount of 10 clients. Instead
of changing the amount of clients, we modify the time until
an entry in the flow table of eCPEs and concentrator times
out, starting from 1s up to 30s.
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Fig. 7. Amount of control traffic and flows depending on the flow timeout

As shown in Fig. 7, with an increasing flow timeout the con-
trol traffic rate also increases linearly. This is mainly caused
by the additional statistics data that need to be transmitted.
Moreover, in the given traffic scenario, besides the video traffic
most flows are finished before the flow timeout is reached.
As can be seen, the control traffic rate differs from approx
190kbps if the flow timeout is just 1s and increases up to
260kbps for a flow timeout of 30s.

Finally, in order to further evaluate the impact of our
offloading architecture, we measure the PLTs and compare
them to the same network operating without our approach,
since the PLT is one of the main KPIs to that impacts the
QoE [39]. The results are shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen in
Fig. 8(a), even with 20 clients around 90% of all websites are
loaded in less than 10s and more than 82% in less than 5s. In
Fig. 8(b) the results of the same test without our offloading
architecture is shown. As can be seen, for 20 clients only
approx. 50% of the website are loaded within 5s. Given that
10s is usually the limit for keeping the users’ attention, it can
be seen as critical that only between 50% and 90% of the web
sites are loaded within this time frame. [40].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented a SDN-based converged
satellite and terrestrial network architecture than allows for
offloading of traffic onto the satellite link. Such networks
harbor a promising option, to overcome bandwidth shortcom-
ings in rural and remote areas, if the satellite networks with
their high capacity but also high latency can be integrated
successfully. The presented offloading architecture is one of
the key building blocks towards this integration as it allows
for selective offloading of flows onto the satellite connection.
By running multiple simulations we have shown that the
additional overhead introduced by our approach is virtually
negligible.

Future work will mainly focus on designing and implement-
ing ODF. In particular which information is required and most
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Fig. 8. Comparison of PLTs with and without offloading architectures.

useful in order to perform a most optimal offloading decision.
Moreover, enhancing the OMF and investigating the benefit
of creating interactions between OMF and NCC, so that the
current status of the satellite connection can be better estimated
and the ODF can perform a more informed decision, is also
part of the future work.
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